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Answer:

 Reliable, comfortable and safe trains
 At least the current service on Fife lines but specifically Cupar (my home station)
 Clean stations with accurate train tracking information
 Electrification and improved signalling of the Fife lines - including Edinburgh-Dundee and Fife Circle to help

faster journeys and reliability in Fife
 Continuation of Sleeper Service (although would accept Edinburgh start and finish)
 Rail journeys from Edinburgh to cities on continental Europe - Brussels, Amsterdam, Berlin, Munich, Rome
 Rail fares which stay reasonable in relation to private journey costs (petrol, diesel, parking charges)
 Development of further lines - e.g. St Andrews and Leven branches

I have used by work e-mail for convenience only and these views are not related to any views that Fife Council may
express. I do not work in Transportation Services and these views are solely my own as a rail user Cupar to
Kirkcaldy commuting and occasional journeys to London plus trips to Brussels and Lincoln in last year by rail.

"Think Green" and only print this email if absolutely necessary
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